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1. Summary
The proposed development is on a south aspect slope of Akokli Creek. The area is mostly
underlain by by loose, coarse, angular, sandy rubble soils to coarse, angular, silty, sandy
rubble soils underlain which have an internal angle of friction exceeding 100%. Outcrop
and small bluffs are common along the slope. Except for rare rockfall from bluffs, areas
underlain by the colluvium show no evidence of historical instability.
The last ~200m of Road #4 (1695 to 1905-ECE 7) is underlain by loose well graded,
silty, sandy, sub-rounded gravel, the internal angle of friction is estimated to be ~84%.
The proposed development will not significantly increase the low likelihood of landside
initiation if the recommendations contained in this report are implemented.
There is a very low to low risk to water quality and infrastructure, Highway 3A and
Akokli Resort.
For the most part there is a Very Low Risk to the Sensitive Riparian Habitat. A slide
occurring at NCD-2 crossing could pose a moderate risk (there is a low likelihood of a
slide).
Many of the gully/avalanche crossings are underlain by rock parallel to the slope and
terminate on large colluvial cones, this significantly reduces the likelihood that any debris
from debris flows or slides will reach Akokli Creek. Exceptions are noted in the report.
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2. Introduction
th

On September 18 , 2018, an email was sent to Mr. W. Halleran P. Geo L. Eng. of Apex
Geoscience Consultants Ltd. by Mr. Gerald Cordeiro of Kalesnikoff Lumber Company
(KLC) requesting a Detailed Terrain Stability Assessment of blocks 3,4,5, 7 and 8 and
proposed roads within the Akokli Creek Watershed.
The proposed permit is directed at removing the available infested and highly susceptible
timber on the south aspect slope of the mainstem of Akokli Creek, which was described
as very steep with scattered rock bluffs. The email stated that “not a lot of obvious
activity” was noted with a few exceptions:
•

A small old slump in the upper corner of block 3B.

•

Recent fill slope failure off an old trail to the west of the proposed development
triggered by a significant drainage diversion down the trail after reactivation to
fight fires in 2015.

•

The streams between the blocks have large fans at the base and appear to host
“torrents” for short periods of time in the spring. These channels are also likely
snow avalanche tracks.

Additional comments/requests in the emails included:
•

Most of the gully crossings will have large diameter culverts with “trash racks”.

•

Layout crews will likely prescribe culverts on fans where they encounter evidence
of flow, additional culverts will be used to ensure diversions are not created.
Please make recommendations for where additional culverts should be located if
you see anything obvious in the field.

•

As much of the road will likely involve some amount of end haul please advise on
spoil sites.

•

For the most part the blocks will be clear cut cable harvest.

•

It is believed that most of the gully crossings will likely encounter rock, please
make recommendations where engineered crossings will be prudent.

•

The Destiny Bay slide is to the north.
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Elements to be assessed for risk are water quality at the domestic intakes lower down
Akokli Creek, sensitive riparian habitat along Akokli Creek, and Highway 3A plus
Akokli Creek Resort in the unlikely event of a dam-burst flood.

3. Methods, Limitations and Reliability
Google earth imagery, Bing maps satellite imagery and historical air photos were
reviewed. KLC supplied a hill shade and slope maps with the roads, blocks, proposed
culvert locations and terrain stability polygons marked on them. A Samsung android
tablet with the Avenza maps program with the imported hill shade map was used for
navigation and note taking.
The field assessment was completed by W. Halleran P. Geo L. Eng. on September 19th
and 25th 2018, the weather was cool with periods of light rain and snow on the higher
summits. During the field investigations, a meeting with the road layout crews was used
to exclude portions of the roads. Portions of the proposed roads excluded from the review
were noted by the field crew to be either on gentle slopes or moderate gradient slopes
underlain by coarse colluvium.
The preliminary road design for the proposed roads, developed using DEM-lidar, were
sent to Apex on Jan 24, 2019. The designs were reviewed and compared to observations
and preliminary recommendations contained in the field notes. Any conflicts, differences
or concerns noted were communicated to Kalesnikoff via email and have been addressed.
The terrain stability assessment made in this report is based on generally accepted
practice described in “Guidelines for Terrain Stability Assessments in the Forest SectorOctober 2010” published by APEG of BC. The risk assessment presented in this report
follows the conventions outlined in Land Management Handbook 56 “Landslide Risk
Case Studies in Forest Development Planning and Operations”.
For determination of the likelihood of a dam burst flood reaching the lower fan of Akokli,
the report “Terrain Stability Inventory Alluvial and Debris Torrent Fans, Kootenay
region, completed by Klohn Crippen for the ministry of Environment 1998” and
“Estimating Dam Break Downstream Inundation 2016” were consulted.
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Inferences are made from observations of materials in soil pits, road cuts, and tree churns
within and adjacent to the proposed block and road during the field review.
This review assumes road good construction standards are met. Even if all standards are
met there is still a possibility of landslides. Terrain assessment can reduce the likelihood
of landslides not eliminate it.

3.1 Likelihood of Landslide Determination
In this report the annual likelihood (Pa) of an event occurring is estimated by considering
the age of the event. Slide reports and field observations are used to determine the age,
cause, distribution, type, size and materials of both natural and development related
landslides. In the absence of other information and for purposes of this report, the age of
the landslide is equal to the return period of the conditions/climatic event that triggered
the slide, i.e. a 500-yr. old event is associated with a 1 in 500-year return period (Pa).
This will likely result in a higher estimate of the annual likelihood of an event occurring
than is present.
For the natural terrain stability, field evidence for events that occurred less than 20 years
ago, (Pa >0.05) will be obvious and likely appear relatively fresh (i.e. exposed mineral
soil, broken and/or scarred timber, etc.). These areas are deemed to have a very high
annual likelihood of landslides.
Field evidence for events that occurred between 20 and 100 years ago, (Pa = 0.05-0.01)
should be obvious (i.e. change in vegetation, sharp slide scarps, scarred trees, buried soil
horizons, absence of developed soil profile in the scar and scarp, etc.). These areas are
deemed to have a high annual likelihood of landslides.
Field evidence associated with events that occurred between 100 and 500 years ago,
(Pa=0.01-0.002) is usually more subdued (muted slide scars, multiple and/or thicker
buried soil horizons, less developed soil profile within the scar compared to the adjacent
slope, lack of burnt snags within the slide path if present on the adjacent slope). These
areas are deemed to have a moderate annual likelihood of landslides.
Unless very large, field evidence for events associated with greater than 500-year-old
events (Pa < 0.002) can be hard to notice (muted slide scars, old gullies, may have deep
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thick buried soils horizons). These areas are thought to have a low annual likelihood of
landslides.
Areas with no evidence of historic instability are deemed to have a very low (to nil)
likelihood of landslide initiation.
If a debris slide enters a “stream channel” a debris flow may result. The following
assumptions are made1:
•

A landslide entering a low-order channel of gradient less than 10o (17.5%) stops

•

A landslide entering a low-order channel of gradient greater than 10o at an
intersection angle of 45o or less becomes a debris flow.

•

Debris flows are erosive in channels of gradient greater than 10o; they continue
downstream but start depositing material at gradients less than 10o.

•

At channel junctions, if the gradient of the receiving channel is less than 20o
(36%), but greater than 3.5o (6%), a debris flow continues if the junction angle is
less than 70o, otherwise it deposits on a fan.

•

A debris flow entering a channel of gradient greater than 20o will continue
downstream, no matter what the junction angle.

Debris flow channels are most likely broadly U shaped. Trimlines (scoured side slopes),
scarred trees adjacent to the channel, and buried soil horizons can indicate the age and
frequency of events. Along lower gradient reaches and/or in unconfined sections, debris
deposition often occurs as levees or debris lobes.
Observations of how previous development has influenced terrain stability, experience
and professional judgment are used to determine how the proposed development will
influence terrain stability.
The following formula is used to estimate the likelihood of an event occurring during the
lifetime of a specific structure/element (long-term likelihood).
Px=1-[1-(Pa)]x
Where Pa is the annual probability, x is the lifespan of the “structure” and Px is the
probability during the lifetime of the structure.
For this report the likelihood of an event occurring during the lifetime of the structure
(Px) is defined as:
1

From “A landscape-scale landslide model” ESI 2002.
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Greater than 50% is deemed Very High likelihood; from 50% to 20 % is a High
likelihood; from 20% to greater than 5% is a Moderate likelihood; 5% to 1% is a Low
likelihood of landslide initiation; less the 1% is Very Low likelihood.

3.2 Hazard Determination
A hazard is a defined as a source for potential harm in terms of human injury, property,
or environmental values. For this report, an event is deemed to be a hazard, if the it can
materially adversely affect the element(s) at risk (specific hazardous event –P (H)).
The elements considered in this assessment are:
1. water quality at the domestic intakes lower down Akokli Creek,
2. sensitive riparian habitat along Akokli Creek, and
3. Highway 3A plus Akokli Creek Resort in the unlikely event of a dam-burst flood.
Each Element considered will have a different “hazardous event” associated with it.
Water Quality
A hazardous event for water quality is any slide that could impact Akokli Creek.
The relative hazard rating for landslides are shown in Tables 3.2.1.
Table 3.2.1. Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment
Reaching or Affecting Akokli Creek.
Relative Rating of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek
High

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions
Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect Akokli Creek.

Moderate

There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development and Akokli Creek. Some secondary
transport of suspended sediment and small wood debris by
accompanying water runoff may reach Akokli Creek.

Low

Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect Akokli Creek at the time of an event. There is a runout slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or another terrain
configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate sediment or
landslide (e.g. irregular or bench rock-controlled terrain), below and
between the development and Akokli Creek.
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The ranking of a Hazardous Slide (P(H)) is a product of the likelihood of a landslide
occurring and the relative rating of that landslide as illustrated in the matrix below.
Table 3.2.2 Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Akokli Creek,
given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

Sensitive Riparian Habitat
A hazardous event for Sensitive Riparian Habitat is any slide that could reach the
delineated Riparian Polygon.
The Relative hazard rating for landslides is described in Table
Table 3.2.3 Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment Reaching
or Affecting the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))
High
Moderate

Low

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect Sensitive Riparian Zone.
There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect the Sensitive Riparian Zone at the time of an event.
There is a run-out slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or another
terrain configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate
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sediment or landslide (e.g. irregular or bench rock-controlled
terrain), below and between the development and the Sensitive
Riparian Zone.

The ranking of a Hazardous Slide (P(H)) is a product of the likelihood of a landslide
occurring and the relative rating of that landslide as illustrated in the matrix below.

Table 3.2.4 Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Sensitive
Riparian Habitat, given that the Landslide/Soil
Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

Highway 3A and Akokli Creek Resort
For the resort and the highway, a hazardous event is a debris flow, debris flood or large
flood that reaches the Fan. Debris flows and floods can be the result of debris slides
entering the stream and transitioning down the channel to either a flow or flood. A dam
burst flood can result in debris flood or “clear water” flood.
The following tables define the relative ranking of the hazard of a debris slide triggered
debris flow/flood.
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Table 3.2.5. Likelihood of a Debris Slide triggered Debris Flow or flood Affecting
Akokli Creek Fan

Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide triggering a
debris flood or flow in
Akokli Creek (P(H))
High

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

Debris flood or flow reaches Akokli Fan. The channel gradient of
Akokli creek is 10o or greater from initiation to the apex of the fan.

Moderate

Debris Flood or Flow occurs in Akokli Creek but does not reach the
fan. There is a 50m reach of Akokli creek less than 10o.

Low

Debris slide into Akokli Creek does not transition into a debris flow
or flood.

The hazard posed by a debris slide triggered debris flow/flood is determined via the
matrix below.
Table 3.2.6
Likelihood that the Landslide triggered a debris
flow/flood will impact Akokli Creek Fan.
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

A Dam burst flood could only occur if a debris slide or debris flow was able to reach and
completely block (dam) Akokli creek. The dam would need to be of sufficient size to
cause Akokli Creek to back up (pond) behind the dam with a large enough reservoir to
breach the dam catastrophically, sending a wave of water down the valley. A hazardous
event would be a dam burst flood. The likelihood of a dam burst flood is a function of the
likelihood of a landslide, the likelihood that the slide would reach Akokli Creek, the
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likelihood the debris from the slide could dam Akokli Creek and the potential size of the
ponded water behind the dam.
The following matrixes are used to determine the “Hazard”.

Table 3.2.7 Ranking of slide reaching the creek
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach Affect Akokli Creek given that the
Landslide Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

Table 3.2.8 Ranking that slide could block the stream and pond the creek
Likelihood that the Landslide Will Block and pond Akokli
Creek sufficiently to cause a dam burst, given that the
Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs

Rank of
Landslide
reaching
Akokli
Creek

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Values for factors such as the erodibility of the debris, the confinement of the dam, and
the size of the breach are difficult to estimate, values will be assumed to be consistent
with guidance provided in “Estimating Dam Break Downstream Inundation (2016)”. The
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peak wave from a Dam burst flood will decrease in size as the wave travels downstream,
for this report the attenuation of the peak flood will be estimated using tables found in
“Estimating Dam Break Downstream Inundation (2016”).

3.3 Partial Risk Analysis
The risk analysis presented in this report is qualitative and is based on information
gathered during this project and from information provided in the report “Terrain Stability
Inventory Alluvial and Debris Torrent Fans, Kootenay region, completed by Klohn
Crippen for the ministry of Environment 1998”. Elements assessed for risk are water
quality at the domestic intakes lower down Akokli Creek, sensitive riparian habitat along
Akokli Creek, and Highway 3A plus Akokli Creek Resort in the unlikely event of a damburst flood.
For this report, the landslide risk is defined as hazard x consequence. Hazard has been
defined in section 3.2, and consequence is the effect of the event.
Consequences are defined in tables 3.3.1 to 3.3.3.
Table 3.3.1: Water quality and water supply infrastructure
Consequence
Effect
High
Long-term or permanent deterioration of water quality.
Complete destruction of water intake structures.
Moderate
Short-term deterioration of water quality, repairable damage
(1 week) to water intake structures.
Low
Short-term (less then 1 week) deterioration of water quality,
“damage” to water intake structures repairable during regular
maintenance.

For water quality and water supply infrastructure the P(H) would be a landslide that
reaches Akokli Creek.
Table 3.3.2: Highway 3A and Resort on Fan
Consequence
Effect
High
Structural property damage to the resort, damage to the
highway crossing.
Moderate
Minor to moderate damage to infrastructure due to flooding.
Low
Flood on fan restricted to stream channel.

For resort and highway, the P(H) would be a debris flow or flood occurring in Akokli
Creek that reaches the fan.
Table 3.3.2: Sensitive Riparian habitat.
Consequence
Effect
High
Extensive Damage to 25% of the area.
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Moderate
Low

Minor damage to < 25% of the area.
Scour, erosion or deposition restricted to stream channel.

For Sensitive Riparian area the P(H) would be a landslide that reaches the delineated
polygon.
To determine risk the following matrix is used.
Table 3.3.4 Matrix for determining partial risk.
Consequence

Likelihood of
Occurrence of a
Specific Hazard

High

Moderate

Low

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low
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4. Observations:
The proposed blocks, roads, observations sites and culvert locations are shown on Figure
#1 to #3. Observations are tabulated in Appendix I. For the purposes of this report the
roads are designated Roads 1 through 6 as shown in figures 1 -3. The corresponding road
design designations are:
Road #1-ECE 10, Road #2 -ECE 9, Road #3-ECE 8, Road #4 -ECE 7.
For the most part the roads and blocks are underlain by coarse angular sandy colluvial
soils to coarse angular silty sandy colluvial soils. Outcrops and small bluffs are common
along the slope. Except for rare rockfall from bluffs, areas underlain by this colluvium
show no evidence of historic instability. Gully/avalanche crossings are often underlain by
rock parallel to the slope with relatively little overlying material. The gullies appear to
host snow/slush avalanches. Multiple scarred and broken trees suggest an annual
frequency (Pa) of about 0.05 (i.e. every 20 years). Most of these gullies/avalanche tracks
terminate on large colluvial cones which likely formed soon after deglaciation. As can be
seen on the lidar imagery and confirmed in the field, debris from avalanches and/or
debris flows are deposited on the upper to middle portions of the cones well upslope of
Akokli Creek.
Stream NCD 8-2 terminates on a rubble colluvial slope just upslope of the riparian
polygon. Old skid trails filled through the channel (site A31) show no evidence of erosion
or other activity.
Stream S6-8-1 flows directly into Akokli Creek. At the proposed road crossing (3800,
road #1, A16), at the crossing the “channel” is an avalanche track scoured to rock. A
smaller cone (35% gradient) occurs at the base of this track beside Akokli Creek. The toe
of this cone has been eroded to form a steep 5m high scarp.
NCD 8-4 terminates on a steep cone that just impinges on the “sensitive Riparian
habitat”. At site A4 along the lower road crossing, the channel was observed to be a
poorly confined avalanche track. Old skid trails crossing the channel below the proposed
road (on rubble talus) show no evidence of erosion or scour.
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Between the colluvial cones the slope is predominately underlain by blocky to rubble
loose talus cut by stacked skid trails (which would also be a barrier to debris reaching
Akokli Creek).
Loose well graded silty sandy sub rounded gravel underlies the last ~ 200 meters of Road
#4 1695 to 1905 (ECE 7). Ancient to old debris slides occur along this slope. This section
of road is also upslope of a steep slope that is directly coupled to a major tributary of
Akokli Creek. For the purposes of this report this tributary will be designated Tributary
A.
The “old slump” noted in the upper corner of block 3B (now block 3) is likely a tailings
pile from a mining adit (part of Hope of Discovery Workings) or an ancient feature which
has no downslope component possibly a periglacial event associated with the
deglaciation of the valley.
The debris slide associated with the forest fire access road was triggered when the older
road (mining road > 40 yrs. old) was recommissioned to access the fire in 2015. Poor deactivation resulted in a significant diversion and concentration of slope drainage which
was discharged onto unconditioned soil. In a 1981 report the mining road was described
as in generally good condition but heavily overgrow, no slides or washouts were
reported.
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5. Implications and Recommendation
Proposed Harvesting:
Timber harvesting will likely result in a short-term increase in slope drainage. The lack of
historical instability (related to deforestation as a result of historic forest fires) on the
south aspect slopes (blocks 8,7,4 and most of 3) indicates that the slope is insensitive to
increases in slope drainage. There are ancient debris slides in the northern portion of
block 3, (west aspect), but these features appear to have been stable for over 500 years
(>Pa=0.002). Timber harvesting will not increase the low likelihood of landslide
initiation.
Road Construction:
On January 24th, 2018, Kalesnikoff provided preliminary road designs for the proposed
roads. The road was designed using Road Eng. and DEM-Lidar. The cross-sections were
reviewed and compared to Apex field notes, areas of possible concern were
communicated to Kalesnikoff and adjusted. Keyed in fill and multi-bench road
construction can be designed using Road Eng. modules. The sketch below illustrates
construction of the pilot road below final grade with fill side cast and supported by the
pilot trail.

Specific recommendations are tabulated in following tables 5.1-5.4.
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There appears to have been little if any instability associated with the historic mining
roads in the area. The recent slide off the fire access road was the result of significant
drainage concentration and diversion discharged onto a steep unconditioned slope.
Proposed culverts located and marked on the provided road design are enough to avoid
significant diversion and drainage concentration.
The assessed portions of the proposed roads are located on steep stable terrain. Except for
the last ~200m of road 4 from stations A91-A94 (ECE 7 - 1695-1905) in block 3, the
roads are underlain by non-cohesive, loose, sandy to silty sandy angular rubble (USCS
GW). The internal angle of friction (the slope that is stable,

ø) is estimated to range from

45o to 50o (100% to 110%). Much of the slope is likely less than 2m to rock, there are
outcrops and small bluffs of quartzite to quartzite with phyllitic partings scattered across
the slope. Along steeper sections2 and sections where rock is parallel to the slope, it is
recommended to construct the pilot trail below the final grade3 and to key the fill into this
trail, the pilot trail can be side cast (1:1) with the fill partially incorporated into the road
prism. To reduce construction volume and to minimize the height of the cutslope, when
in rock, it is recommended to inslope the road ~3o and omit the ditch. Gully/avalanche
crossings are often underlain by rock parallel to the slope with relatively little overlying
material available to be entrained into any debris slide/flow that initiates at the road
crossings, portions of the crossings will require keyed in fill (see tables 5.1 to 5.4).
Except for S6-8-1, all gullies crossed by the proposed roads terminate on large colluvial
cones that will stop any debris reaching Akokli Creek.
The last ~200m of road 4 within block 3 is underlain by loose silty gravel Till overlaying
limestone. This material is estimated to have a long-term angle of friction of 36o to 40o
(73% to 84%). Well drained soil should be permanently stable up to 40o (84%). For a
permanent road cut and fill slope angles should not exceed 84% (~1.2:1) in silty sandy
gravel, the cut can be 0.25:1 in rock. In order to reduce the volume of the fill prism, on
slopes steeper than 60% it is recommended to that the pilot trail be constructed below
See tables for specific sections.
If road construction is predominately in rock, the pilot trail may be constructed above grade to allow
vertical drilling, if fill needs to be keyed in, a 1m notch can be excavated at the toe of the fill and angular
blocky material placed with a hoe.
2
3
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grade and the fill side cast onto the lower trail. For a temporary road (5 years) use coarse
woody debris and/or high cut stumps in the fillslope to increase soil strength, the cut and
fill can be 1:1. Pull back fill and place against cut within 5 years, atv access can be
maintained by flattening the top of the pull back (see table 5.4).
This section of road 4 is upslope of a steep slope above Tributary A, any slide that did
initiate along this section of road would likely enter the Tributary. The debris slide would
enter the channel at >70o, the channel gradient along this reach is (from Google profile) ~
15% (less the 10o). A debris slide is unlikely to transition to a debris flow down the
tributary. The tributary discharges onto a large ancient alluvial fan, it is unlikely that
debris from a debris flood/flow or flood would carry across this fan to reach Akokli
Creek.
The proposed road culvert locations appear to be well situated to discharge into preexisting drainage features and pre-conditioned soil or rock.
If the recommendations contained within this report are implemented, timber harvesting
and road construction as proposed will not significantly increase the Low Likelihood of
Landslide Initiation.
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Table 5.1 Road #1 ECE 10
From/to From/ To
Site
Chainage
A3-A4
1436-1483

Slope

material

Prob
landslide
L

55%

Rubble

A26A10

3316-4090

6585%

Sandy
L
rubble/outcrops

A24A22

3412-3450

65%

Block colluvium,
rock

L

A19

3650-3700

65%

Sandy rubble

L

A18

3730

A16

3800

65%

rock

L

A12

3990

85%

rock

L

Cut/fill

Comments

Avalanche termination at
A4
0.25: 1 I
Slope is benched,
rock, 1:1
occasionally the road
in
goes across short steep
colluvium; face, likely will require
Fill 1:1
some blasting.
Fill 1.2:1
2m entrenched avalanche
track in blocky colluvium,
rock parallel to gradient
(45-55%), likely shortterm stream flow.
Fill 1:1
Broad swales, possible
sub surface water.
Cut 0.25:1 Sub vertical face 3m
below road center line
Fill 1:1
On west side rock parallel
to slope, small bluff
below road will not catch
fill. Small bench on east
side
stack
7m wide rock channel
large
parallel to slope.
blocks 1:1
or smaller
1.25:1,

Recommendations

1:1

Residual
Prob
L

If desired, in slope road
and eliminate ditch to
reduce excavation.

Fill through with coarse
fill. Culvert bottom of
draw.

L

Pilot trail below grade,
key in fill. Culvert (A19)
Full bench 15m

L

West side: key in outside
of fill (1 to 1.5m notch)
east side-Coarse fill onto
bench below grade.

L

Notch below road,

L

L
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Table 5.2 Road #2 ECE 9
From/to From/ To
Site
Chainage
A34-A48 332-

Slope material

A36

100%

421

6585%

A37

A42

609

A45

744

A46-A47 764-820

65%

80%

Sandy rubble

Prob
landslide
L

L

Rock

H

Sandy
rubble/cobble

L

30% sand,
rubble
rock

L

Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.

Akokli

L

Cut/fill

Comments

Recommendations

Residual
Prob
L

3 to 5m high 100% side
slopes, 7m wide
bottom, 35% channel
gradient.
Above road, toe of small
bluff with unstable
block of rock, could be
dislodged during
construction.
Draw (55%) is ancient
large erosion/rock
feature, bench below.
Swales,

Use blocky material
from approaches to fill
through gully.

L

Clear unstable block for
safety.

L

0.25:1 in
rock, 1:1
in rubble,
fill 1:1
rubble.

0.25:1/1:1 Rock faces parallel to
slope, will not hold fill

File # TA-18-KL-06

L

Culvert swales

L

Construct pilot trail
below grade, key in fill.

L
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Table 5.3 Road #3 ECE 8
From/to
Site
A52,
A54-A55
A55-A59
A59-A62

From/ To
Chainage
572-800

Slope

material

50%
65%
70%

A62
A63

800-1100
11001182
1182
1238

A64 –
A65

12601337

65%

75%
70%

Cut/fill

Coarse rubble

Prob
landslide
L

1:1/1:1

Residual
Prob
L

Coarse Rubble
Coarse rubble

L
L

1:1/1:1
1:1/1:1

L
L

L
L

0.25:1/1:1 Short vertical rock faces.
1:1
Gully entrenched 2.2m
110% rock side slopes,
40% gully gradient.

Fill through gully with
coarse fill.

L
L

L

0.25:1/1:1 Cliffs just below road

FB/ key in fill.

Shallow to
rock,
favourable
structure
Thin sandy
rubble over
rock, stepped
with cliffs.
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Table 5.4 Road #4 ECE 7
From/to From/ To
Site
Chainage
A60-A72 0-460

Slope

material

45-60%

rubble

A72

35%

460

Prob
landslide
L

Cut/fill

L

A72-A75 460-691

60%

Silty
colluvium

L

A75-A90 691-1583

65-80%

Silty
colluvium
and rock.

L

A79

1023

50%

A80

1080

Sandy
colluvium

Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.
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1:1
(0.25:1 in
rock)/
1.2:1
1:1
(0.25:1 in
rock)/
1.2:1

L

1:1
(0.25:1 in
rock)/
1.2:1

L

1:1
(0.25:1 in
rock)/
1.2:1

Comments

Recommendations

Old skid trails along
lower slope, can hold fill.
5m wide “gully” 3m
deep, 35% gradient.
On the main road high
cuts in this material are
stable at 1:1

Can use this section for
spoil.
Can fill through.

Quartzite with phyllite
partings into slope.

Pilot trail below grade, L
cast onto trail. Full
bench through rock
noses place fill on
adjacent 65% slopes.
When in rock instead of
ditching in slope road
3 degrees.
L

4 to 5m wide bench,
geological structure,
likely fault or major
contact. From here more
sand in soil (small areas
up to 70%)
Small avalanche or rock
fall, trees knocked down
about 20 years ago,

File # TA-18-KL-06

Residual
Prob
L
L
L

Culvert

L
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From/to
Site
A83

From/ To
Chainage
1200

A85
A88

1261
1480

Slope

material

50%

Prob
landslide
L

L
L

80%

Dark phyllite
outcrop.

A91-A94 16951905

55-65%

Start of well
graded loose
sandy silty
sub-rounded
gravel (Till)
(GM)

L

A91

1695

60%

L

A92

1780

55%

Till
(Limestone)
Silty sand
gravel
blanket

Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.
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Cut/fill

Comments

0.25:1/1:1 East side slope 75%, west
side slope 85%, rock
along bottom
swale washed to rock
0.5:1 in
rock, 1:1
fill.
Ancient to old debris
slides, limestone
outcrops and limestone
in till. Start of this section
may be shallow to
limestone. On main road
(A102) this material was
stable in a 130% high
cutslope. Although the
Till in this cut was dense.

Between 2 ancient/old
debris slide swales.

L

Recommendations
Key in toe of fill.

Residual
Prob
L

culvert
Key in fill

L
L

Permanent road: Keep L
Fill dry, Pilot trail below
final grade to reduce fill
prism. Fill in silty gravel
1.2:1, if rock is exposed
in cut, place fill 1:1. Cut
in rock 0.25:1, in till
1:1.
5-year road: Use high
stumps in fill (or bridge
using woody debris) cut
1:1, fill 1:1-pullback fill
and place against cut
within 5 years (can
leave atv access by
“flatting the top of the
pullback.
Place culvert in swales. L
L
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From/to
Site
A93

From/ To
Chainage
1865

Slope

material

65%

Silty sand Till
with
limestone
rubble
(veneer)

A94

1905

60%

Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.

Prob
landslide
L

L

Akokli

Cut/fill

Comments
Shallow swale,
ancient/old debris slide
path, soil pit hit
limestone, hard to get
soil profile.
just past bench below,
60% slope 3m back from
-100% side slope

File # TA-18-KL-06

Recommendations

Residual
Prob
L

Pull road back 5m to be
above bench.

L

28

6: Partial Risk Analysis
Elements assessed for risk are:
1. Highway 3A plus Akokli Creek Resort in the unlikely event of a dam-burst flood.
2. Water quality at the domestic intakes lower down Akokli Creek.
3. Sensitive riparian habitat along Akokli Creek.
As stated in section 5, if the recommendations contained in this report are implemented
the development will not significantly increase the low likelihood of landslide initiation.
Highway 3A plus Akokli Creek Resort.
For the Resort and highway, a hazardous event is a debris flow, debris flood or clear
water flood that reaches the Akokli fan. Akokli creek fan was not field visited for this
assessment. The highway crosses Akokli Creek on a bridge just above the apex of the
fan, the bridge spans a small rock canyon. The bridge is a 51m long single span curved
structure with abutments located well above the stream channel. It is unlikely that any
flood/debris flow event would significantly impact this structure.

Plate #1 Akokli Bridge (photo from CWMM consulting engineers Ltd.)

2019-03-15
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The Akokli creek resort is situated on the Akokli Creek Fan, the resort has been there
since 1939. Currently, from google earth, structures are located on most of the lower fan.
Photo #2.

Photo 2

In 1998 Klohn Crippen, as part of a larger project, assessed the stability of this fan. Klohn
Crippen used 97 parameters to classify 650 fans. A total of 57 fans were verified in the
field with the results extrapolated to the other fans.
Akokli Creek fan was determined to be an alluvial fan and assigned a low hazard rating
(for debris floods, flows and floods).
Klohn Crippen’s determination that the Fan of Akokli is an alluvial fan indicates that the
fan has been constructed by fluvial processes not colluvial (i.e. debris flows) processes.
This would suggest that debris flows have not been a significant contributor to the
formation of the fan. The low flood hazard rating indicates that there was little evidence
of previous flooding and that there is a low probability that the stream will either
overflow or jump out of the present channel under flooding conditions.
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As stated in section 5, there is a low likelihood of landslide initiation, and, except for at
road crossing S6-8-1 on road #1, any slide that did initiate along the roads, would
terminate before impacting Akokli Creek.
Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Akokli Creek,
given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

The hazard is rated as very low for most of the development area.
Stream S6-8-1 is an avalanche track that flows directly into Akokli Creek. There is a low
likelihood of landslide initiation but if a slide did occur it would directly enter the creek.
Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Akokli Creek,
given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

There is a Moderate Hazard (P(H)).
The slide would enter the channel at ~ 90o, Akokli Creek gradient is less the 10o, the slide
would not progress to a debris flow.
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Likelihood of a Debris Flow or flood Affecting Akokli Creek Fan as a result of a
debris slide.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))
high

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions
Debris flood or flow reaches Akokli Fan. The channel gradient of all reaches
of Akokli creek are 10o or greater from initiation to the apex of
the fan.

Moderate

Debris Flood or Flow occurs in Akokli Creek but does not reach the
fan. There is a at least a 50m reach of Akokli creek less than 10o.

Low

Debris slide into Akokli Creek does not transition into a debris flow
or flood.

There is a Very Low Likelihood of a hazardous debris flow/flood down Akokli Creek to
the Fan from a debris slide transitioning into a debris flow.
Matrix for determining Hazardous debris flow/Flood.
Likelihood that the Landslide will transition to a
debris flow or flood down Akokli, given that the
Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
P(H)

Dam Burst:
It is also possible that a “Dam Burst” flood could trigger a debris flood or flood in Akokli
Creek. For there to be a dam burst flood in Akokli Creek a landslide would have to block
the stream with enough material to allow the stream to pond behind the blockage, then
Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.
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breach the blockage catastrophically, rapidly releasing a large volume of water. The
water would then travel down the valley as a “wave”.
There is a moderate rating for a hazardous slide to reach Akokli Creek. Currently the
avalanche track is scoured to rock limiting the volume of material that would be entrained
in the slide and reducing the volume of material that could be deposited into Akokli
Creek, there is a low likelihood that there will be enough material to block Akokli Creek
enough cause a pond to form. In addition, the material in the debris will likely be
relatively coarse and resistant to rapid erosion. Although variables such as volume of the
ponded water, the erosion rate of the dam and the size of the breach are difficult to
estimate, the analysis contained in this report assumes, sufficient debris to block the
creek, the dam is erodible, and the breach width is 5x the dam height (worst case
scenarios).
On the lidar imagery a 35% gradient cone is visible at the base of stream S6-8-1 channel.
With the assumption that debris from any slide would result in colluvial cone with a 33%
gradient (similar to the existing cone) and using 1m contours derived from lidar imagery,
various scenarios were run to determine whether a debris slide could block the stream
resulting in a reservoir large enough to breach the blockage resulting in a “Dam Burst”
Flood (even decreasing the deposition angle to 0%). No possible scenario was found that
would result in a dam burst flood. Figure #4 below shows a scenario of an ~4m high
debris cone (33% gradient) blockage resulting in a reservoir covering ~ 0.12 hectares
(most probable scenario if slide occurs).
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Figure 4b shows a 10 m high debris blockage with a 0% slope gradient at upper edge
resulting in a 1.5-hectare reservoir (highly improbable scenario). (Due to valley
configuration the volume of the reservoir is likely ½ of the assumed volume from the
tables). From table 2 (Earth fill Dam Peak Discharge Estimates) found in “Estimating
Dam Break Downstream Inundation” it can be seen that neither scenario would result in a
“Dam Burst Flood”.
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Figure 4b

So, there is a low likelihood of a Landslide, if a slide did occur there is a low likelihood
that any slide would be have enough debris to block Akokli Creek, if a blockage did
occur there is a low likelihood that a blockage would result in a large enough reservoir to
trigger a dam burst; There is a very low likelihood of a Dam burst flood.
Ranking of slide reaching the creek
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach Affect Akokli Creek given that the
Landslide Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide
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Ranking that slide could block the stream and pond the creek
Likelihood that the Landslide will Block and pond Akokli
Creek sufficiently to cause a dam burst, given that the
Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs

Rank of
Landslide
reaching
Akokli
Creek

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Klohn Crippen’s assessment of a low hazard on the fan would suggest the channel is
resilient to flooding, so it is likely that any flood would be restricted to the stream
channel, from table 3.3.2.
Highway 3A and Resort on Fan
High

Consequence

Effect
Structural property damage to the resort, damage to the
highway crossing.
Minor to moderate damage to infrastructure due to flooding.
Flood on fan restricted to stream channel.

Moderate
Low

A low consequence coupled with a very low probability gives a very low risk to the fan
as shown in matrix below.
Matrix for determining partial risk.
Consequence

Likelihood of
Occurrence of a
Specific Hazardous
Landslide/Sediment
Delivery
(Dam Burst Flood)

High

Moderate

Low

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

There is a very low Risk to the resort.
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Water quality at the domestic intakes lower down Akokli Creek.
For water quality, a hazardous event would be a slide (either debris slide or flow) that
reached Akokli Creek Channel.
As stated in section 5, there is a low likelihood of landslide initiation, and, except for at
road crossing S6-8-1 on road #1, any slide that did initiate along the roads, would
terminate before reaching Akokli Creek channel.
Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment Reaching or Affecting
Akokli Creek.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))
High

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect Akokli Creek.

Moderate

There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development and Akokli Creek. Some secondary
transport of suspended sediment and small wood debris by
accompanying water runoff may reach Akokli Creek.

Low

Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect Akokli Creek or Sensitive Riparian Zone at the time
of an event. There is a run-out slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or
another terrain configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate
sediment or landslide (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled
terrain), below and between the development and Akokli Creek.

So, for most of the development there is a low likelihood of a slide coupled with a low
likelihood the slide would reach Akokli Creek. So, as shown in the matrix below there is
a very low likelihood of a hazardous event.
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Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Akokli Creek,
given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

Stream S6-8-1 is an avalanche track that flows directly Akokli Creek. There is a low
likelihood of landslide initiation but if a slide did occur it would directly enter the creek
at ~ 90o, Akokli Creek gradient is less the 10o, the slide would not progress to a debris
flow. The avalanche track is scoured to rock limiting the volume of material that would
be entrained in the slide and reducing the amount of material that could be deposited into
Akokli Creek.
Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment Reaching or
Affecting Akokli Creek and or Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))
High

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect Akokli Creek.

Moderate

There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development and Akokli Creek. Some secondary
transport of suspended sediment and small wood debris by
accompanying water runoff may reach Akokli Creek.

Low

Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect Akokli Creek or Sensitive Riparian Zone at the time
of an event. There is a run-out slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or
another terrain configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate
sediment or landslide (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled
terrain), below and between the development and Akokli Creek.
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Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect Akokli Creek,
given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

So, the “likelihood” of a hazardous event is Moderate.
It is likely that a slide into Akokli Creek at this location (~ 7 kilometers upstream of
intakes) would only result in a short-term deterioration of water quality at the intakes.
So, from table 3.3.1 there is “Low Consequence”.
Water quality and water supply infrastructure
Consequence
Effect
High
Long-term or permanent deterioration of water quality.
Complete destruction of water intake structures.
Moderate
Short-term deterioration of water quality, repairable damage
(1 week) to water intake structures.
Low
Short-term (less then 1 week) deterioration of water quality,
“damage” to water intake structures repairable during regular
maintenance.
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From Table 3.3.4
Matrix for determining partial risk.
Consequence

Likelihood of
Occurrence of a
Specific Hazardous
Landslide/Sediment
Delivery

High

Moderate

Low

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

There is a Low Risk to water quality.
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Sensitive riparian habitat along Akokli Creek.
Both NCD 8-2 and NCD 8-4 flow towards the Sensitive Riparian Habitat as shown in
figure #5.

NCD 8-2.
Stream NCD 8-2 terminates on a rubble colluvial slope which just upslope of the riparian
polygon. The field review confirmed this is an ancient debris flow channel. There is a
low likelihood of landslide initiation at the crossing, if a slide did occur there would be
minor damage to a small (less than 25%) area of the riparian zone well upslope of Akokli
Creek.
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Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment Reaching or Affecting
the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

High

Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect the Sensitive Riparian Zone.

Moderate

There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development and the Sensitive Riparian Zone.

Low

Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect the Sensitive Riparian Zone at the time of an event.
There is a run-out slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or another
terrain configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate
sediment or landslide (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled
terrain), below and between the development and the Sensitive
Riparian Zone.

Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect the Riparian
Habitat given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

Sensitive Riparian habitat.
Consequence
High
Moderate
Low

Effect
Extensive Damage to 25% of the area.
Minor damage to < 25% of the area.
Scour, erosion or deposition restricted to stream channel.

So, there is a moderate hazard and moderate consequence.
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Matrix for determining partial risk.
Consequence

Likelihood of
Occurrence of a
Specific Hazardous
Landslide/Sediment
Delivery

High

Moderate

Low

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

A slide at NCD-2 crossing poses a moderate risk to the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
NCD 8-4
NCD 8-4 terminates on a steep cone that just impinges on the “Sensitive Riparian
Habitat” (Figure #5).
Likelihood of a Debris slide/ Debris Avalanche or Sediment Reaching or Affecting
the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Relative Rating of
Likelihood of a
Landslide Affecting
Akokli Creek (P(H))
High
Moderate

Low

Description of Activity and/or Geomorphic Conditions

Landslide debris and/or sediment delivery would reach or directly
affect the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
There is a run-out slope of<20o (36%) gradient and <200 m in
length, or another terrain configuration which could possibly
intercept or dissipate a potential landslide debris and/or sediment
from erosion (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled terrain) below
and between the development and the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
Landslide debris and/or sediment from soil erosion is unlikely to
reach or affect the Sensitive Riparian Zone at the time of an event.
There is a run-out slope of <20o gradient for >200 m, or another
terrain configuration which would likely intercept or dissipate
sediment or landslide (e.g. irregular or benched rock-controlled
terrain), below and between the development and the Sensitive
Riparian Zone.
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At site A4 along the lower road crossing, the channel was observed to be a poorly
confined avalanche track. Old skid trails crossing the channel below the proposed road
(on rubble talus) show no evidence of erosion or scour.
Matrix for determining Hazardous slide, P (H).
Likelihood that the Landslide and or Sediment
Delivery Will Reach or Otherwise Affect the Riparian
Habitat, given that the Landslide/Soil Erosion Occurs
High

Moderate

Low

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Likelihood of
Occurrence of
Landslide

There would likely be no discernable effect on the sensitive Riparian Zone.
Sensitive Riparian habitat.
Consequence
High
Moderate
Low

Effect
Extensive Damage to 25% of the area.
Minor damage to < 25% of the area.
Scour, erosion or deposition restricted to stream channel.

So, there is a low hazard and a low consequence.
Matrix for determining partial risk.
Consequence

Likelihood of
Occurrence of a
Specific Hazardous
Landslide/Sediment
Delivery

High

Moderate

Low

Very High

Very High

Very High

High

High

Very High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very Low

Very Low

The crossing at NCD 8-4 poses a very low risk to the Sensitive Riparian Zone.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Apex Geoscience Consultants Ltd.

Will Halleran P.Geo. Eng. L.
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Appendix I Field Notes
Block 8: Sites A2 to A31: (Road #1 ECE A3, A4, A11 -A31)
Site chain Description
A2
A3

large talus slope, 55%, cut by wide skid trail
1436

proposed road, coarse rubble to blocky talus, slope below 55 to 65%, on trails,
2.5m cuts in talus stable up, to 120%, fillslope up to 90%. conventional
harvesting on 65% slope with no associated instability, at road location between
skid trails 55% slope.

A4

1483

narrow avalanche track, old dead trees cross upper skid trail, no mineral soil.
broken snag, regrowth for, 20cm diameter not flagged but small pieces of broken
logs on base, likely near bottom of run out. slope 55%, coarse rubble colluvium.

A5

small open talus slope, looks like edge of avalanche cone, blocky colluvium
flagged doug fir in middle, vet, 55%.

A6

small outcrops of quartzite with phyllitic partings, favorable dip into hill, end of
skid trail at outcrop, +70%/-55%.

A7

outside of skid trails held up by rotten logs, still coarse colluvium here, 70%
slope.

A8

small vertical outcrop, -75%/+65%

A9

outcrops, Phyllite parting into hill, fracture set downslope but steeper than slope,
(70 degrees).

A10

4090

end of road, -65%, +70%, sand 20%, silt 10%, well graded angular to sub
angular fragments, just upslope of cliffs, just before rock scarp. shallow to
bedrock here, likely less than 1m. small outcrop just below in prism. here you
can put the pilot trail below, 0.5:1 cut in rock, 1.25:1 in sandy colluvium, fill
held by trail 1.25:1, coarse from rock,

A11

4066

+/-70%, small outcrops, coarse colluvium, shallow to rock, pilot trail below, cut
0.25:1 in rock, 1.25:1 in colluvium, fill placed fill on trail 1.25:1. pilot trail can
be side cast. tree churn gives sandy colluvium. chunks cemented.

A12

3990

gully, 85% rock side slopes, gully, flat bottom, 7m wide in rock, minor sediment
deposits, occasional scarred tree, sediment has good bm, channel is in rock,
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notch below road, stack large rocks 1:1, or smaller 1.25:1. see how much fill
required, gully gradient 65%.
A13

3952

on other side of draw, 65%, sandy colluvium with outcrops, small stream here,
culvert.

A14

3915

from culvert to here 70% coarse colluvium talus, seemed wet, check after
construction of trail for springs. here +/-55%, angular colluvium.

A15

3826

to here 55 to65% slope colluvium, here sandy colluvium 65% slope between
rock steps, rock has plane that is sub parallel to slope, bench to hold fill. likely
variable, convoluted foliation.

A16

3880

avalanche track to rock, 65% average with rock steps, coarse fill keyed in to
bench at other side but needs to be keyed in a bit at start. key in outside1m, blast,
1.25:1 rock cut. small bluff below road won't catch fill.

A17

3752

75% slope just out of track, then +80% to outcrops, -65% sandy colluvium,
moist, broad swale below cliffs.

A18

3730

to here 65 to 70%, sandy colluvium, small outcrops or blocks, here on small
rock ridge with 2m high rock step just below in prism, average 70% slope sandy
colluvium. full bench 15m.

A19

3692

to here 65% sandy colluvium, here broad swale, 55%, can use as fullbench
material to fill, construct pilot trail below grade, fill onto trail. culvert. small
mossy outcrops.

A20

3620

+/-55%, coarse colluvium

A21

3544

coarse colluvium small outcrops or blocks active rock fall from up slope, +75%,
-65%.

A22

3471

to here mostly 65% slope sandy colluvium, possible subsurface water, trees.
scarred from rock fall, here start of short 85% slope to bottom of draw, can fill
back, cut 1.5:1, small cones back, here as well so short narrow steep pitches.
culvert bottom of draw, not flagged.

A23

3450

draw gradient 55%, use to catch fill as road heads out off track.

A24

3412

avalanche track 2m entrenched channel, in blocky colluvium here, rock upslope,
lots of rock on slope above, 45% stream gradient, can fill through.
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stepped schist quartzite, blasting, 75%, irregular slope, some benches will catch
fill.

A26

3316

onto 55% slope, crossed 75% stepped slope with lots of outcrop steps, irregular
will catch coarse fill in places bench may be required due to proximity of step,
depending on final placement, but lower gradient below no slide.

A27

trails not eroded, sandy angular gravel, 100% cut,

A28

2053

blocky colluvium 55% trailed.

A29

1964

small amount of rock in cut.

A30

45% rubble, could use slope to spoil.

A31

ancient debris flow channel, trail filled through.

Block 7: Sites A32 to A54: (road A34 – A48)
A32

55% slope.

A33

45% slope.

A34

332

just onto +/-65% slope, sand 25%, silt 5%, angular c.f. well graded 75%.

A35

387

just before avalanche track, rock rise, -75%, 3m up to 55%, will likely have to
cut into for approach, large bench below too far to catch fill.

A 36

421

5m 95% slope to 7m wide channel flat, channel gradient 35%, small bench here,
fill through gully using blocky material from approach. 3m high 100% sideslope
on other side, rubble, bluffs just upslope, will likely fill to top of entrenched,
70% above that, bluffs upslope.

A 37

skirted toe of small bluff (unstable large block will need to be cleared for safety),
80%slope of coarse colluvium, use it to fill through track behind, full bench will
include bluff, unless fill starts from here, keyed in.

A 38

476

to here +/-75%, sand 15%, silt 5%, coarse fragments 80% angular, slope break
25m below, key in fill, 1.25:1. here 65%, outcrops upslope, sandy colluvium, cut
line.

A39

506

just below outcrops, water likely rapidly shed, -65% +85% rock, sandy coarse
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colluvium, cut likely in rock.
A 40

527

onto -55%, +65%, sandy colluvium,

A41

564

+/-55%

A42

609

on approach up to 65%, in draw 55%, floored in rock, approach rock, just
upslope outcrop, this is ancient rock feature, rock, step just below as well but fill
shouldn't reach it. favourable rock structure. on approach occasional rounded
cobbles, downslope likely eroded feature pre-dated avalanche cone.

A43

653

to here +/-60%, sandy colluvium, here small bluff below, likely close to bedrock.

A 44

678

road at toe of mossy outcrop with 80% face, slope below 60%, above rock 60%,
mossy face 15m, 1m vertical face at center line.

A45

744

to here crossed 2 other swales, then this on which is the deepest, sandy
colluvium, sand up to 30%, seems like a deposit, 55% here, back down 60% up
70%, moist, culvert.

A46

746

start on 70% rock slope with 80% faces parallel to slope, will not hold fill. key in
the fill. bluffs ahead.

A 47

820

end of keyed in now 65% irregular rock knobs, draw ahead.

A 48

880

crossed shallow swale 55%, rock controlled, end on edge of small rock gorge,
can here running water.

A49

up to 70%, swale became rock controlled, small swales in block, coarse soils no
sign of instability.

A50

50%, blocky colluvium, beside swale.

A 51

skid, trail, no evidence of erosion at swale, 45%, coarse colluvium.

A 52

572

A53
A 54

proposed road, 45% slope, road culvert.
dead deer bones, fresh.

672

no issues to here, creek entrenched 2m on east, 4m on west 90%, in rock sandy
rubble, stream gradient 25%, 600mm marked, fill through okay. just downstream
45% gradient use coarse fill 0.5m. Then onto 50% slope.

Block #5: A55-72
A55

800

start of 65% slope, coarse colluvium, occasional outcrops or large blocks.
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+/-65%, more blocks on surface, coarse colluvium. just before sta 25, just after
more rubble and blocks and perhaps occasional small outcrop sticking out, still
65%.

A 57

1018

+/-55%, lots of blocks on surface, could be start of ancient colluvial cone.

A 58

1063

to here 55 to 65%, here 65%, coarse colluvium, broad swale ahead.

A 59

1100

road culvert, just below small rock face, favourable rock, structure, -65%,
+100% to top of rock, sandy colluvium (sand 15%).

A60

1125

crossed short 70% slope, 1.5m vertical rock, then up on mossy 55% rock surface,
2.5m high rock face at edge, 55% slope below, road will likely almost remove
face, very short. may just blast through it to 60% slope, coarse colluvium and
small outcrops.

A 61

1182

70%, sandy colluvium, bench road.

A 62

1223

75% slope with small sub vertical rock faces, to here varied from 75 to 60%, just
bench it, here bench, small rock nose I think, just below 55% slope, likely rock
controlled.

A 63

1238

gully entrenched 2.2 m 110% I to rock on west, likely on east, at crossing 40%
channel gradient, fill across. on other side shallow to rock 65 to 70 %, can use
some of this to fill or push to fill. dry for grassy, very shallow to rock.

A 64

1260

sandy colluvium thin veneer over rock, cliffs just below, 65%

A 65

1337

pot, 65 to 55%, stepped cliffs below (small). shallow sandy colluvium over rock,
road will mostly be in rock as will fill, outcrops sticking up slope, rocky ahead.
for the most part just standard road construction, don't need engineered
crossings, avalanche measures like dipping may be required.

A 66

0

check out lower section of road for spoil sites.

A 67

117

off flats onto 35%.

A 68

193

+/-45%, could, partially build out, coarse colluvium.

A69

260

+/-55%, coarse, colluvium.

A 70

358

+/-60%, sandy coarse colluvium, could perhaps, still use spoil for partial fill,
construct minimal road and use spoil to build out.

A 71

400

+/-45%, take advantage of skid trails to hold spoil.
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crossing, 5m wide, 3m entrenched 80% on east, 2m on west, gradient +50%/35%, can fill through, no concern.

Block #4:
A 73

492

+/-60%, silt 15%, sand 10%, c.f. 75%, silty colluvium, spoil back from crossing.
silt/sand up to 35%, likely coarse increases with depth, coarse fragments mostly
rubble and smaller, plate like, fillslope 1.25:1.

A74

572

start of coarser colluvium, coarse frags greater than 75%, sand 15%, silt 10%,
outcrop just upslope, +/-60%, fillslope 1.2:1, cut 1.2:1, 0.25:1 in rock, culvert
here below notch in rocks. just ahead outcrop along upslope side of road
alignment,

A75

691

just past culverted swale right below rock, here scattered out crops coarse
colluvium +/-70 to 75%, pilot trail below grade, cast onto pilot trail, (90% fill if
placed).

A76

831

to here, 65 to 75%, large outcrops upslope, coarse colluvium with small outcrops
on alignment, Phyllite rock, foliation into slope, pilot trail below, place stacked
large blocks on outside to hold fill, in pilot trail steep cut and fill will be
incorporated into road prism, not too steep until here but this may reduce the
amount of excavation into rock. notice linear geological structure upslope on
hillside, appears almost vertical may dip into hill, either a fault or geological
contact.

A 77

900

to here (sta. 18, 600 trav) crossed through a couple rock noses, in places rock
very step below, fb through noses place fill on 65% slope between (and in places
below) the rock noses, here 65%, colluvium. more quartzite in colluvium.

A 78

998

sta. 19 road culvert, to here coarse colluvium rock fall deposit (right at start
small outcrop) slope 75 to 60%. place fill. ahead, +75%/-65%, sand 10%, silt
5%, well sorted c.f. 75%, quartzite with Phyllite parting. when in rock instead of
ditching upslope road 3% or so to keep water off fill. alternatively, outslope road
if only to be used in summer in coarse fill areas. to problem is if there is
multibench.

A 79

1023

4 to 5m wide 50% bench.
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crossed short +80%/-70% about 15m above 65% slope, coarse colluvium, line of
outcrop just upslope, here looks like small avalanche or a rock fall knocked trees
down in a linear pattern about 20 yrs ago, maybe wet, place culvert. then onto +/70%, sand 10%, silt 5% angular quartzite rubble and blocks 85%

A81

1117

open forest, lots of small outcrops dipping into hill, quartzite with phyllitic
parting, coarse colluvium with variable sand 60 to 70%.

Block #3:
A82

1143

to here shallow sandy colluvium over rock, will likely have to cut into slope to
cross avalanche. hillside slope 65%, gully sideslope75% rock, outcrops just
upslope.

A83

1200

east sideslope 75%, west sideslope 85%, rock bottom, benched just down,
gradient -50%, +60%, fill through, key in toe of fill, use coarse material, 1.25:1.

A84

1235

from the top of the track to sta24 sandy (up to 35%) rubble colluvial cone
adjacent to track then onto coarse sandy colluvium with blocks. 60% slope.

A 85

1261

small rock swale, washed to rock, culvert. outcrop in cut.

A 86

1300

+/-70 to75%, with rock steps, lots of outcrop, silt 10%, sand 15%, angular
quartzite (schist in places) 75% veneer over rock, key in fill, probably lots of
blasting. some section right above rock step hard to hold fill. there are spots to
hold fill, there will bearer of 3/4 bench. how accurate is the lidar in finding these
spots?

A87

1365

cross through rock nose, rock shelf then face below, rock shelves below, sand
20%, silt 10%, c.f. 70% veneer over rock, shelves should hold fill, 60% slope
ahead. possible small spoil site.

A88

1480

65to 80% slope, lots of dark phyllite outcrop, veneer to blanket of sandy (25%,
silt 10%,) colluvium (well graded dark Phyllite, thick and competent), outcrops
favourable structure. steep slope mostly above road. ahead 75% slope mostly
rock. place keyed in fill.

A89

1552

to here mostly 70 to 75% lots of rock, here swale, start of sandy rubble again,
here -65%+80%, rock band just up in swale. gets steeper ahead. culvert.
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another rock swale, +75%-70%, large rock bench down slope, to here crossed
sandy colluvium (mica in sand), 65% slope, 85% up, likely in rock within a
meter, from here mostly rock on surface, small steps, -70% 30m to large rock
step, +80%, rock face on upslope, irregular slope, lots of rock sticking out okay.

A 91

1695

crossed into side drainage, in main drainage rock and colluvium 65% slope, in
side drainage, sandy silty till loose, sand 30%, silt 10%, well graded sub rounded
coarse frags 60%, between two ancient debris slide swales, possible on cone,
60% slope. place culvert.

A 92

1780

to here mostly 60 to 65% slope, short sections of 70 and 55, here 55% slope,
underlain by silty sandy Till blanket, here some angular pieces of schist/quartzite
on surface.

A 93

1865

shallow swale, ancient debris slide path, still sandy silty Till but appreciable
amounts of limestone rubble, might be close to rock, to here 55 to 60% slope
here-60%+65%. culvert, bench upslope, then onto 65% step, bench below and
above, pit quickly hit limestone, likely bedrock, small rock step.

A 94

1905

end of road just past small rock bench below onto 60% slope 3m back from
100% slope to dry draw, fill will hit the steep slope, pull road back 5m to above
bench (probable, as drawn). right now, on block boundary.

A95

swale to headscarp, outcrops scattered on slope and sides bottom of swale is
forest floor over rubble., no sign of recent instability except for possibly snow
avalanche knocking trees down 50 to 60 yrs ago. not sure of location because
block flags are just upslope.

A96

waterline, sandy coarse colluvium. +50%-65%

A 97

old plantation silty sandy rubble over rock

A 98

GPS must be off, block boundary flags here.

A99

small rock step, steep rocky slope.

A 100

stream

A 101

high cut in sandy colluvium 110%, lower 100%

A 102

130% cut in silty sandy lst Till, rock on other side.
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Appendix II Dam Burst Tables
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Tables 1 & 2 – Earthfill Dam Peak Discharge Estimates
(For Cohesionless and Erosion Resistant Materials)

Dam Height (meters)

Dam Breach Discharge Estimates
for Earthfill Dams Constructed of Cohesionless Materials
Dam Breach Peak Discharge (m3/s)
Reservoir Surface Area (hectares)
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
40
1.2
6.9
12*
2
14
23
31
39
Breach Width > 5xDam Height
3
23
38
50
61
72
4
52
69
84
98
160
5
67
88
106
123
200
267
329
6
106
128
149
239
318
391
7
149
173
277
367
450
8
170
196
313
414
507
832
9
219
347
459
561
918
11
411
542
661
1077
13
Partial Breach
467
616
752
1221
15
682
832
1351
* This discharge value results from a breach width of 5.2 times the dam height

Dam Height (meters)

Dam Breach Discharge Estimates
for Earthfill Dams Constructed of Erosion Resistant Materials
Dam Breach Peak Discharge (m3/s)
Reservoir Surface Area (hectares)
1
2
3
1.2
4.5
7.8
11
2
8.8
15
21
3
15
25
34
4
22
35
46
5
45
59
6
56
72
7
85
8
98
9
11
13
Partial Breach
15

4

5

26
41
57
72
88
103
118
132

31
49
67
84
102
119
136
153
184

10

15

20

40

Breach Width > 5xDam Height
81
110
138
165
192
218
244
292
336
376

148
185
221
256
290
323
385
443
496

183
228
272
315
356
396
471
541
605
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452
521
587
651
771
881
983

